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Providing machinery & software to 
digitally create, collect, store & 
manipulate data for office task.

Assisting organizations in supporting 
& maintaining their IT services. 

Reducing energy consumption by using 
less of an energy services.

We provide matchless convenience
to you when you rent with us.

We are pleased to announce the launch of our brand 
new website! After almost 4 months of hard work and 
dedication, we are delighted to officially announce the 
launch on 15th July, 2018.
The new site launch is available and is at the same URL 
www.netlabindia.com

Our goal with this new website is to provide our 
visitors an easier way to learn about our company’s 
services and solutions and also to allow the visitor to 
browse information based on their own choice. 

The new website is interactive and gives better access to About Us, Our clientele, Awards and Accolades, 
Career information, Contact Us, Our services, Solutions, News and Events, Blog, Case Study, FAQ’s, 
Testimonials, Infographics and Whitepapers. Our current and prospective clients will find useful 
information about our services on the homepage of our website. The case studies and other resources will 
highlight the projects we have completed and outline the value created for each client as a result.

Among the newest features, the site contains integrated social media buttons for Facebook, Twitter, and 
Linkedin to foster improved communication with the clients. We will be constantly updating our content 
with helpful information, articles, blogs, newsletters, company announcements and client successes in 
the News section.

We hope you find the new website with a fresh look, easy to access information and we also wish to 
establish this portal as a source of information for those who visit our site.

We would also like to thank our amazing staff at NTIPL who donated their time and energy to make this 
site what it is.

Director’s Desk

Mr. Haresh Gada

“Hello Readers,

It is said if we don’t change with time, time will change us. Especially in the context of what we are witnessing in the IT and OT industry, 
we at NTIPL believe that we must embrace the change quickly and wholeheartedly.

Mahatma Gandhi once implored “Be the change you wish to see in the world”. So, we take it upon ourselves to further improve the way 
we operate, communicate, take ownership, remain accountable and take measured decisions. Our lead will bring the very changes we 
have called out for in the past, so we can all ride the upcoming wave of growth.

We look forward to announcing the launch of a few new projects in the near future, and are optimistic you will all be as excited as we are 
when you hear the details.

Another bit of important news is that we have launched our own brand of LED lighting products. This brand is called NETVALUE. The details of the offerings and the 
specifications are mentioned in the following pages.

I hope you enjoy reading this issue.
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NETVALUE LED LIGHTING 
Types of LED Lighting Products:
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Indoor Lighting Outdoor and Industrial Lighting

LED Tube Light LED Flood Light

LED Backlit Panel Light LED Street Light

LED Slim Panel Light LED Solar Street Light

LED Linear Light LED High Bay Light

LED PLL Lamp (2G11) LED Flame Proof Light

LED Panel Light LED Well Glass Lamp

Learn how to replace your Existing conventional Lighting with out energy efficient NETVALUE LED Lighting products.

Traditional Product Operating Life Netvalue Product Operating Life Energy Saving

2x2 Panel light using
T8 Fluorescent tube 4x18W

8000 Hrs NV-BPL-2x2-40W 
600x600mm

30000 Hrs 37%

Fluorescent tube 600mm
18w

8000 Hrs NV-TL-T5-12W 30000 Hrs 45%

Fluorescent tube 1200mm
36W

8000 Hrs NV-TL-T8-22W 30000 Hrs 45%

Down light CFL 2x18W 8000 Hrs NV-SPL-15W 30000 Hrs 50%

Metal halide high bay 150W 12000 Hrs NV-HB-50W 30000 Hrs

Metal halide high bay 100W 12000 Hrs NV-HB-100W 30000 Hrs

Metal halide high bay 50W 12000 Hrs NV-HB-150W 30000 Hrs

Our NETVALUE LED products are not only 

Energy Efficient but also light on the 

Pocket.

The Prominent Features of LED Lights

Ÿ An Average Life Span of 30,000 burning 

Hours

Ÿ No Effect due to Random On / Off 

Switching Cycles

Ÿ High Efficiency, Consumers Less Power 

@ 40-70% agianst conventional lamps.

Ÿ High Luminous Output: 105 to 120 

Lum/Watt

Replacing your Existing conventional 

Lighting with Netvalue LED Light,

results in saving of 50-80% in your power 

consumptions.

Applications of NETVALUE LED Lighting in 

different arenas.

Ÿ Large scale Industries

Ÿ Hospitals

Ÿ Hotels

Ÿ Municipal Corporations

Ÿ Malls

Ÿ Offices

Ÿ Hoardings

Ÿ Tunnels

Ÿ Pharma and Chemical Industries - Flame 

Proof Lighting Gardens

Ÿ Architectural Lighting
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Information Technology

The 2018 NSS Labs Next-Generation Firewall Test Report outlines the results of one of the industry’s 

most respected validation programs.

SonicWall NSa 2650 underwent thorough testing exercises, exposing the firewall to more than 1,900 

exploits. To ensure real-world testing, NSS Labs engineers utilize multiple commercial, open-source 

and propriety tools to launch a broad range of attacks. SonicWall was successful in countering 100 

percent of all advanced HTTP evasion, obfuscation and fragmentation techniques.

SonicWall Capture Client endpoint protection is powered by SentinelOne, which also earned a 

‘Recommended’ rating in the 2018 NSS Labs Advanced Endpoint Protection (AEP) Group Test.

“NSS Labs is committed to independent testing that helps enterprises make 

informed cybersecurity decisions. With ‘Recommended’ ratings for five 

years, SonicWall next-generation firewalls are an excellent choice for any 

company seeking devices with strong security and consistent product 

quality to evolve their security architectures. We applaud SonicWall’s focus 

on product consistency and security effectiveness,” said NSS Labs CEO 

Vikram Phatak.

TThe best rated firewall SONICWALL
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Rental Infrastructure 

Office Automation

 

 

Why not go Paperless?

NTIPL is one of the prominent Rental Solution providing organization. We provide a whole variety of solutions on rent. Network Techlab 

has attracted the attention of customers and corporate s looking for options not only to rent products/Solutions for short-term but also 

those who are looking to save money and time.

When our technology is interfaced with human interaction, it brings in matchless convenience to you when you rent products, services 

and or solutions. Our dedicated customer service team will guide you in choosing right and then provide best in class after sales support. 
We maintain a huge inventory as well as access to wholesale inventories, which means you can get the equipment you need, when you 

need it with convenient payment terms.

Reliance on paper leaves data vulnerable to theft, destruction and loss. The costs of 

printing and physically storing files are unnecessary, inefficient business expenditures. 

Moreover, the environmental costs of printing are not to be ignored: toner and paper 

both have negative impacts on our environment.

The space, time, and money that organizations can save by increasing the amount of 

electronic filing is undoubtedly significant. By taking advantage of numerous 

customizable permissions sets, Therefore™ increases information security while 

increasing employees’ control of information. Therefore™ offers productivity tools 

including workflow and Business Analytics to enhance the control of business processes 

and the knowledge of where documents are within a company. By improving its visibility 

an organization can optimize its processes and provide more accurate information to its 

employees, customers and suppliers.

Therefore Corporation produces Therefore™ Information Management software. 

Therefore™ is designed to help employees achieve numerous gains in efficiency and 

productivity while decreasing time spent on burdensome administrative tasks and 

paper intensive processes.  This is done by transforming paper-based document and 

business processes into electronic records and digital work flows. The end result is 

improved productivity by allowing employees resources to be redirected towards 

more strategic and rewarding work.

Why is Information Management Important?

Ÿ Easy Capture of Information

Ÿ Optimized Processes

Ÿ Storage & Security

Ÿ Flexible and Mobile Access

Another advantage when you rent 

from NTIPL is, the product which you 

gets is as good as new. Whenever the 

previous set of customer returns the 

p r o d u c t ,  b e f o r e  m a k i n g  t h e 

appliance available, it is repaired 

and it is restored to its original state. 

You can thus stay confident and 

stress free when it comes to the 

quality of the products which you 

want to hire.
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We provide matchless convenience to you when you rent with us.
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Imagine 24hours protection for your business with a rapid response unit in the event of any incident and all evidence being digitally 

recorded, wouldn't you feel much safer. That's what we can do for you! At NTIPL, we are focused on helping you in complete Surveillance 

and 360°Eye on every aspect of the organization. 

Our approach to every project is to completely understand the client's needs, goals and objectives, and to provide comprehensive, 

professional and reliable solutions, utilizing best in class products and practices, with an objective to exceed all of our customer's 

expectations. For meeting your needs we are launching many next generation surveillance system which are:

Tripwire 

Detection of a person or vehicle crossing (or touching) a virtual line drawn in the camera field of view. The line crossing event can be 

detected for both directions. 

Example:  Intruder detection on fenced areas, alert monitoring at the entrance, detection of illegal crossing of railway lines or getting 

closer to a restricted zone. 

Trespass 

Detection of a person or vehicle entering or exiting virtual area drawn by the user.  Detected for both directions. 

Example:  Intruder detection in restricted areas. Illegal entry into secured zones in Banks, Stores and Plants. Entry of person or vehicle 

into restricted area or exit from that.

Camera Tampering 

Detection of camera tampering efforts by camera focus change or view obstruction or video cable cut.

Example:  Sabotage attempts by vandals (initiated with camera tampering) are detected and alerted and security personnel can take 

necessary actions. 

Loitering Detection 

Detection of a person’s or vehicle’s persistence beyond a specified time (set by the user) in a monitored virtual area in the camera field of 

view. 

Example:  People loitering in malls even after closing hours; people or vehicle having longer dwell time in restricted area; people 

persistence near critical assets.

Left Object Detection 

Detection of any object left behind in the monitored zone by a moving agent such as the owner of the object or baggage.

Example:  Threat detection due to baggage left unattended in public places like malls, roads, railway station, airports etc. Unmindful 

passenger leaving any luggage.

Missing Object Detection 

Detection of object(s) removed from the monitored zone in the camera view.

Example:  Detection of removal or theft of precious items like paintings hanging on a wall. Critical Asset protection. Artefacts protection 

in museums, etc.

Let us be your eyes and ears
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Office Automation
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The Brand Values followed by 
NTIPL team are:

Intensity
Integrity

Innovation
Intelligence

NEWSLETTER CONCEPTUALIZED BY

Network Techlab (I) Pvt. Ltd.
41, Sarvodaya Ind. Est., Off. Mahakali Caves 
Road, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400093. India

Phone: 022 6681 4141
Email : info@netlabindia.com
Web   : www.netlabindia.com

Presence : 
Mumbai | Navi | Mumbai | Bhiwandi | Pune | Banglore | Delhi | Vapi | Vadodara | Surat | Goa | Ahmedabad

Contact Us:
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